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Summary

The article is a brief introduction to the benefits and detriments of the use of plastics
(and other artificial flexible or pliable materials)in the water industry, with emphasis on
seals, waterstops and pipes or conduits. First cost versus maintenance cost is a key
factor in the economical use of plastics in the water supply scenario.
1. Introduction

Plastics, in its many different forms, have been introduced into water engineering
structures for various purposes. It has supplanted more conventional materials such as
leather, wood and rubber, for seals and gaskets in pumps and gate valves, also replaced
copper and neoprene as water stop material in construction, and has taken over a large
part of the lightweight pipe industry for supplying agricultural and domestic water
distribution systems. It is also used extensively in the place of concrete as liners and
covers for reservoirs, canals and conduits. Nevertheless, in spite of its economical,
weight reduction, ease of machining and handling features, it has a few drawbacks,
which could be important considerations in sustainable life-support systems. Some of
these considerations would also apply to natural, resilient products, such as leather,
rubber, wood, bitumen, fiber, jute or asbestos.
2. Advantages
The following are considered the most advantageous features of plastic and other
related artificial lightweight resilient materials:
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Low cost, lightweight, easily handled and transported (e.g. in the case of
water pipes)

•

Rapid construction (in the case of pond liners, inflatable dams, floating
covers and inflatable roofs)

•

Ease of machining, cutting and joining (in the case of water stops, seals,
gaskets, pipe and pipe fittings)

•

Ease of manufacture of impression-moulded and vacuum-formed products
such as small-size valves and fittings

•

Very suitable for temporary construction and housing on waterworks sites,
including form work panels for concrete structures
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•

•

Non-corrosive, very smooth interior surfaces in extruded sections used for
pipelines

•

Tough, compared to asbestos cement, and can withstand more shock loading

•

Structural flexibility, especially for use as conduits, pipelines and water
containers

-
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